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               Development Tools

               OpenText Gupta SQLBase

               Automate database maintenance with an embeddable web and SMB database

               Get a free trial
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OpenText™ Gupta SQLBase is a fully relational, high-performance and application-embeddable database for Windows and Linux. With automated deployment, configuration, and maintenance, it offers a self-recovering and highly automated architecture for reliable operation without constant maintenance. Independent software vendors and organizations around the world choose Gupta SQLBase for its small footprint and low total cost of ownership (TCO).

               
            

         

      

   


   

   
    
   
      
         
            Why choose OpenText Gupta SQLBase?

         

      
      	
            
               Small database footprint

               Leverage a fully embedded database in a package that consumes few resources and doesn’t require massive machine resources.

            

         
	
            
               Pre-configured and automated database

               Ensure safe and secure data, even in IT-less customer environments, with preconfigured installations and automated installation, maintenance, and operations.

            

         


      Read the overview

   


   

   
    
   
      
         
            How Gupta SQLBase can benefit business

         

      
      
         
            
               Discover the advantages of using Gupta SQLBase.

            

            

         

         
            	
                  [image: ]Operate in IT-less environments

                     Ensure ISVs and software houses can reliably operate in environments without IT staff by using an embedded database.

                  

               
	
                  [image: ]Streamline licensing

                     Obtain cost-effective license packs for multiple customers at exactly the required volume.

                  

               
	
                  [image: ]Simplify database deployment

                     Distribute the Gupta SQLBase embedded database alongside software solutions.

                  

               
	
                  [image: ]Leverage extensive developer support

                     Use Gupta SQLBase in conjunction with virtually any software programming language.

                  

               


         

      

   


   

   
    
   

   
      
         
            
               
                  
                     
                        Features

                     

                  

                  	
                        
                           Multi-threaded power for Windows and Linux

                           Provides a powerful, embedded database for Windows® (32-bit and 64-bit) and Linux® (64-bit).

                        

                     
	
                        
                           Highly secure database

                           Uses strong 256-bit AES database encryption and a 256-bit SSL transmission encryption for high security, and administrators can enforce password strength rules on their users.

                        

                     
	
                        
                           Comprehensive software development support

                           Offers an array of modern database drivers that connect with applications and services created by virtually any software development.

                        

                     
	
                        
                           Easy, automated database administration

                           Provides automated maintenance tools to centrally configure tasks.

                        

                     


                  

               

            

         

      

   


   

   
    
   
      
         
            Frequently asked questions

         

      
      
         
            
               Why are embedded databases important for ISVs?

               
                  Embedded databases are crucial for ISVs because they simplify their software’s deployment process. By bundling the database within the application, ISVs eliminate the need for users to install and configure a separate database server. This reduces complexity, minimizes potential compatibility issues, and enhances the user experience, making it easier for customers to adopt and use the software.

               

            

            
               What is a workgroup database server?

               
                  A workgroup database server is a server component that manages multiple users’ access to workgroup databases in a workgroup environment.

               

            

            
               What is the purpose of a workgroup database server?

               
                  The purpose of a workgroup database server is to improve the performance and reliability of database operations in a workgroup environment.

               

            

            
               What is OpenText Gupta SQLBase? 

               
                  Gupta SQLBase is a relational database management system (RDBMS) known for its high performance and lightweight footprint. It differentiates itself through its ease of use, scalability, and suitability for embedded and mobile applications.

               

            

            
               What are the key features of OpenText Gupta SQLBase?

               
                  Gupta SQLBase offers features like data encryption, support for stored procedures, triggers, and a small memory footprint, making it ideal for embedded, workgroup, SMB, and mobile applications. Its ACID compliance ensures data integrity, and its robust security features make it suitable for various industries.

               

            

            
               How does OpenText Gupta SQLBase handle data security?

               
                  Gupta SQLBase offers data encryption capabilities to secure sensitive information at rest, and it supports user authentication and access control mechanisms to ensure data security within applications.

               

            

         

      

   


   

   
    
   
      
         
            Take advantage of OpenText and partner services
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                           Deployment

OpenText offers managed services for Gupta SQLBase.

                              	Extend your teamOff Cloud, on-premises software, managed by your organization or OpenText

                                 


                           

                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           Professional Services

OpenText Consulting Services combines end-to-end solution implementation with comprehensive technology services to help improve systems.

                              	Your journey to successOpenText Professional Services

                                 
	Plan strategically and execute tacticallyAdvisory Services

                                 
	Plan and deliver application upgrades and migrationsMigration & Upgrade Services

                                 
	Adapt new technologies and processesUser Adoption Services

                                 
	Accelerate the Information Management journeyConsulting Services

                                 
	Comprehensive Information Management services and resourcesExplore Professional Services

                                 


                           

                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           Partners

OpenText helps customers find the right solution, the right support and the right outcome.

                              	Search OpenText's partner directoryFind a Partner

                                 
	Industry leading organizations that enhance OpenText products and solutionsStrategic Partners

                                 
	Build better software productsOEM Solutions

                                 
	Explore OpenText's Partner solutions catalogApplication Marketplace

                                 


                           

                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           Training

OpenText Learning Services offers comprehensive enablement and learning programs to accelerate knowledge and skills.

                              	Meet the demands of all types of users for effective adoptionLearning Services

                                 
	Unlimited access to training with personalized tiers to fit your needsLearning Subscriptions

                                 


                           

                        

                     

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           Communities

Explore our OpenText communities. Connect with individuals and companies to get insight and support. Get involved in the discussion.

                              	Explore ideas, join discussions and networkOpenText’s forums

                                 


                           

                        

                     

                  

               

            

         

      

   


   

   
    
   
      
         
            Leaders trust OpenText

         

      
      
         
            See how customers are succeeding with Gupta SQLBase.
See more success stories

         
            
               
                  
                     [image: ]Global audiology company powers its hospital software solutions with OpenText Gupta SQLBase for automated deployment, configuration and maintenance
Learn more

                  

                  
                     [image: ]International security system provider relies on OpenText Gupta SQLBase to power one of its leading security solutions
Learn more
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            Gupta SQLBase resources
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                        What's new in OpenText Gupta SQLBase 12.3
Read the blog

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           OpenText Gupta SQLBase 12.3
Read the overview

                     

                  

               

            

         

         
            
               
                  
                     
                        OpenText Gupta SQLBase 12.2
Read the overview

                  

               

               
                  
                     
                        
                           OpenText Gupta SQLBase 12.1
Read the overview

                     

                     
                        
                           Gupta SQLBase 12.1 launch - automated upgrading, new SQLTalk Plus and more
Watch the webinar

                     

                  

               

            

         

      

   


   

   
    
   

   
    
   
      
         
            
               How can we help?
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